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Term:
Throughout this paper, school-business partnering describes a dynamic suite of relations – networking,
cooperating and collaborating. The type and combination of relations depicted are voluntary, intentional
and change over time. Partnering interactions can come in different forms – mentoring, sharing career
stories via Q&As and quizzes, hosting students or businesses on-site, learning challenges and career expos.
There is no ‘right’ model of a school business relationship.2 Purpose is what drives why and how schools
and businesses choose and need to engage together to provide benefits to students and create value
beyond self-benefit.

Disclaimer: The full base paper lists names. The purpose of listing names is to
respectfully acknowledge those who have influenced the thinking so far. We note,
however, listing names is not an indication that everyone in that list agrees with all
or parts of this document’s content.
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Our position
‘It takes a village’

Adults have an important responsibility to

Partnering has always been important.
In recent years it’s become a must 		
for all.

work with students to model and enact
strategies of learning,
respect for self,
respect for others; and

It is our shared responsibility to ensure each young

respect for the future.8

Australian is able to connect with those who they

‘It takes a village’ is more than just a catchphrase9;

need, when they need, and in ways most useful to
each of them in making their own learning, working
and active citizenship choices.

it is a collective obligation.
Being open to exploring and experimenting and
then acting to do things differently is key.

#Lifelong and #Lifewide Learning with a suite
of people directly and indrectly over time.

Together, school and business leaders are in really
good positions to recognise and use their expertise
for driving and building the trusting cultures
essential to purposeful partnering.

Thinking &
Acting
Locally
Nationally
Globally

Family & Peers
‘My’ parents,
carers, siblings,
aunties, uncles,
peers - by blood
and or bond.

Educators
‘My’ teachers,
principals, career
advisers, counsellors,
lecturers, trainers,
tutors...

Community Leaders
‘My’ philantrophic,
education not-forprofit and ‘for purpose’
organisational leaders,
learning brokers and
enablers.
Government
Leaders
‘My’ leaders shaping
policies in education
(Early Childhood,
School, VET, HE)
and enterprise
sectors.

Informed by Emeritus Professor John Hattie ‘The Art of Teaching Podcast’
interview with Mathew Green, 30 June 2021.

8

The Lancet. (2020). ‘A future for the world’s children?’

Employees &
Employers &
Entrepreneurs
‘My’ mentors and
people to learn
with, from different
perspectives, industries
and modern workplaces
of today and in the
future.

“It is being done. It can be done.”

10

Western Sydney, Rooty Hill High School’s evidenced position. It is also our
(author) evidenced position.

10 
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Two leaders, one message:

Partnering makes a difference for students
Two highly respected leaders, Christine Cawsey, AM and Frank Calabria, write
directly to their peers in education and business. Together, Christine and Frank’s messages urge educational
and business leaders to engage in purposeful partnering because it makes a difference for students.

implementing new ways of working and new practices
will make a difference for students. Partnering makes

Christine
Cawsey, AM

a difference.
As part of the school’s Strategic Plan, we identified
key organisations whose values, mindsets and ways
of working encouraged strategic partnering. The
willingness of the leaders of those organisations to

Principal, Rooty Hill High School, western Sydney,
New South Wales; Non-Executive Director, The Smith
Family; and Immediate past Non-Executive Director,
The Greater Western Sydney Giants, Australian Football
League (AFL) Club.
We have learnt major lessons in the power of
strategic partnering to promote student learning,
agency, family engagement and opportunity.
“It is being done. It can be done.” These were the

work with our staff and students to co-design and
deliver innovative “work and enterprise” learning was
one of the keys to our school making a shift towards
next practice. In an annual review conversation with
the leaders of each partner initiative, it became evident
that the partnering relationship itself added value.
Together we gained an understanding of each other’s
professional context and commitment, finding the
best ways to work together and observing changes in
student confidence, attitudes, knowledge, skills and
transitions.

words used in our submission to ‘the Shergold’ review

Students in western Sydney come from a diverse set of

of senior secondary pathways to illustrate the impact

cultural and linguistic backgrounds, including a large

of existing partnering work on student post-school

Aboriginal community. Many are bilingual and they

transitions at Rooty Hill High School.11

all bring a diverse set of skills to their learning. These

Our submission recognised that our students were
using their engagement with business mentors,
programs and initiatives to take greater agency over
their own learning and transition pathways. We had
replaced traditional notions of career education with
multiple and deep entrepreneurial learning experiences
across Years 7-12, encouraging students to explore

students rely (more than most) on the networks and
opportunities created by their schools, their teachers
and those who work with them. Many work hard
to take up every one of those opportunities. When
students plan to transition from school to employment,
traineeships, apprenticeships or university pathways,
many are “first in family”.

School Based Traineeships, vocational certificate

Rooty Hill High School now holds six years of post-

training, volunteering and part-time work for inclusion

school destination data to demonstrate that having

in their senior programs of study.

the mentoring, support, expertise and encouragement

Schools can keep doing what they did in the past
and will be forgiven if this makes little difference. At

of key business, not-for-profit and university partners
makes a measurable difference.

Rooty Hill High School we know that identifying and

Education Council. (2020). Looking to the future. Also known as the Shergold
review - Professor Peter Shergold, AC, Chancellor of Western Sydney University
chaired the senior secondary pathways national review.
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“When businesses and schools engage constructively
together, we can meet the challenges of a new
world of work, and young people have the greatest
opportunities to achieve their best.”

How does the business community learn to quickly and
effectively share with young people and their schools
the skills and behaviours needed for the roles that are

Frank
Calabria

only now emerging?
Working together makes sense.
At Origin we have seen how mutually beneficial
relationships with schools can be.

A message from Frank Calabria Chief Executive Officer,
Origin Energy; Director of the Australian Energy
Council and the Australian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association; and Origin Energy Foundation
Board member.
When working with young people and their
schools, we are challenged by new thinking.

Given the nature of our business, we have many
employees across STEM disciplines. By volunteering,
our employees are able to work with teachers, bringing
alive the STEM curriculum with real-world examples.
Our volunteers have worked with more than 20,000
school students.
When working with young people and their schools,
we are challenged by new thinking. When we hosted

As the world takes action to combat climate change
and transition to a lower-emissions future, we remain
focused on our purpose to get energy right for our
customers, communities and planet.
The challenges we face in our industry are not unique.
Society is undergoing the most significant disruption in
the world of work since the industrial revolution. Many
of today’s school students will eventually be employed

an international gathering of entrepreneurs working
on disruptive technologies, we invited members of
the Young Entrepreneurs Program and their teachers
from Rooty Hill High School in western Sydney to join.
The result was a remarkable session bringing together
entrepreneurs, industry experts and students; where
age and experience were eclipsed by original thinking.
These activities have given us a new respect for the

in jobs that have yet to be created.

work of teachers and the capacity of young people.

Some young people and their families could see the

I encourage other businesses to engage

emerging world of work as a threat rather than an
opportunity.
These circumstances present shared challenges for
both schools and businesses.

constructively with schools through purposeful
partnering so together we can meet the challenges
of a new world of work, and enable young people to
achieve their best.

How do teachers enable young people to prepare
for the unknown? What should be prioritised in the
curriculum?

6

Preface
This preface introduces and sets the
scene for the rest of the paper.
Who? The paper’s primary audiences are school
and business senior leaders (including the leaders
of organisations with whom schools and businesses
choose to engage). Philanthropists and philanthropy
leaders may also find the paper’s content informative
for their own impact giving decisions. As the workplace
context is schools, the paper refers to children and

The stories and quotations in the document come
from individuals in schools, businesses and educationrelated organisations who have direct experience of the
issues in some capacity.

How? Across mainly 2020-2021, this purposeful
partnering project (referred to in this paper as ‘the
project or the analysis’) involved a range of processes:
interviews with 27 key Australian education and
business leaders; insights from 15 educator-led forums

young people as ‘students’.

and school-student-business interactions; a review of

What and how to use? Purposeful Partnering

to key business and education leaders and researchers

is a position paper, providing detailed content and
examples to think through the case for purposeful
partnering and the leadership it requires. People will
be coming to this paper from different perspectives
and with specific needs or areas of interest. With this
in mind, readers can view each part as its own standalone document. People can read the paper or use it
at the point that makes most sense to them and their

close to 200 reports and research documents; listening
explain their thinking on podcasts;12 and analysing
recurrent themes and having our thinking tested in
formal and informal ways.

Background? The people of Origin Energy chose
education as the Foundation’s focus in 2010. By
2020, QUT’s Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit
Studies reported that 62,725 students had benefited.

need.

The Foundation facilitates Origin Energy volunteering

Organisation? After the Preface, the paper

SolarBuddy. Origin Energy volunteers have worked

comprises five parts:
1.

through its long-term partnering with, for example,
with 20,000 young people across the education

Benefits: Who benefits when schools and

spectrum and from different locations around Australia.

businesses engage purposefully?

Some volunteers work directly with teachers to help

2. Importance: Why do schools and businesses need
to work together?
3. Building a partnering culture: Building cultures for
high impact partnering
4. Meaningful ways to engage with students:
Putting high impact partnering into place
5. Four key messages (‘ingredients’) for making
a difference: From intent to action to impact
Some sections include specific illustrations of practice,

bring the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) curriculum ‘to life’ and mentor students.
The Foundation also works directly, in a school-led
approach, with Rooty Hill High School in Western
Sydney and the Foundation sees this collaboration as
both “strategic” and a “privilege”.
Origin Energy Foundation is committed to the
purposeful partnering of schools and businesses. The
Foundation initiated and enabled this position paper
and work.

as well as key reading lists.

Examples include: ‘No Limitations: Blenheim Partners’; Singularity University, ‘The
Corporate Innovation Podcast’; ‘The Art of Teaching Podcast: Mathew Green’;
The Learning Future: Louka Parry’; ‘The Knowledge Project’; ‘Entrepreneurship &
Ethics: Stanford Innovation Lab’; ‘The Marketing Commute: Uni of Sydney’; ‘How I
work: Amantha Imber’; ‘Work Life TED: Adam Grant’; ‘Curious Minds: Gayle Allen’;
‘Game Changers: Phillip Cummins and Adriano Di Prato’; and ‘Fostering Creativity:
Dublin City Uni’. ‘Talking Teaching: The University of Melbourne’; ‘Life’s Lottery:
Paul Ramsay Foundation’; ‘InnovationAus Podcast’.
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Part 3: Building a partnering culture

Capacity is the actual ability that exists at present,

... there needs to be a mix of committing
to best practice (existing practices that
already have a good degree of widely
agreed effectiveness) and having the
freedom, space and resources to create
next practice (innovative approaches
that often begin with teachers
themselves and that will sometimes turn
out to be the best practices in the future).

such as resourcing, time, or ‘head-space’. Becoming

Best practice without next practice just
drives teachers through implementing
and fine-tuning what already exists. Next
practice without best practice has no
way of sorting out the strong emerging
ideas from the weak ones.138

not try to understand each sector and/or each other’s

Professors Andy Hargreaves and
Michael Fullan.

‘partnering fit’ requires both capability and capacity.140
Once schools and businesses decide to engage, their
capability and capacity to do so can vary. There can be
knowledge and skill gaps, such as how and where to
find the right people at the right time. Addressing these
gaps can remove barriers to starting or prevent falling at
the first hurdle. Cracks can also appear when people do
purposes, goals, operating and regulatory contexts
and rhythms; or acknowledge the expertise people
already bring to the relationship or could be developing
as a result of collaborating. Addressing these gaps
can assist with the preparations and shaping of initial
approaches and conversations, as well as in evaluating
if the relationship and ways of engaging are making the
intended difference for students.
Looking back over the last 12 years or so, national
initiatives have sought to lift student learning,
engagement and achievement. There have been

Those committed to high impact
partnering cultures prepare for
improving (best practices) and
innovating (next practices). Being open to
exploring and experimenting and then acting to do
things differently is key. This section comprises key
capability and capacity preparation features.

government-led initiatives, such as Prime Ministerial
partnerships and partnership brokers. Business too has
backed multi-year school and community partnership
initiatives, such as National Australia Bank’s ‘NAB
Schools First’, with good work and evidence of impact
reported.141 Each initiative has come and gone or
lays dormant.
In today’s context for Australian students, new and

Partnering requires capability
and capacity

greater self-determined ways of partnering to make a

Capability refers to an individual’s or team’s ability to

students, tailored interactions, projects or programs,

know what and how to do what you want and need

and/or being enabled to do so through choosing

to do and be able to do it. This might include, for

to work others (see also Parts 1 and 4 of this paper).

example, having the expertise to design and evaluate

Building student capability through business and other

effective ways to engage with students.

enabling groups working together can also develop

139

difference are emerging in communities. These include
teachers and business volunteers co-designing with

teacher capability.142

Professors, Andy Hargreaves and Michael Fullan’s research examined issues
of leading school and system change and, within this focus, the profession’s
agency. This quote is from Hargreaves, A. & Fullan, M. (2012). Professional
capital.

138 

Commonwealth of Australia. (2012). Evaluate to grow.

139 

See: The international NGO, The Partnering Initiative (TPI), has been researching
and producing guides and papers on cross-sector partnering for nearly 20 years.
TPI coined the phrase, ‘becoming partnering fit’.

140 

Clerke, S. (2013). Partnering for school improvement.

141 

See, for example, Flynn, M. C., Pillay, H., & Watters, J. (2016). 		
Industry–school partnerships.
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“Breakthroughs need a strong culture and
excitement for innovation and doing new things,
differently. Students need to be able to identify
and look at projects they can do and problems

One CEO interviewed for this project saw leaders
as the most important catalyst for building cultures
for high impact partnering. They could also be a key
blocker:

they can identify and or solve. Governments need

“The leader has lost interest. So, it’s a ‘flat duck’

to bring an innovative culture to underline that for

at the moment”.

each student and the school, the employer and
the country. This is where we should be headed.”
Bill Ferris, AC, Co-founder CPE Capital.143

This also connects to the idea of ‘mindset’, which
is important for creating a foundation for partnering
with intent. Building a culture for partnering begins

The kind of partnering cultures referred to in this paper

in the mind.

build capability and capacity through the voluntary,
but intentional efforts and acts of people (formal and
informal).144 They demonstrate an understanding of

Partnering is a mindset

why and how to use a range of discrete or overlapping

“There is a culture, behaviour piece we need to

and complementary sets of learning relations, as shown

start with. Developing and valuing curiosity. I think

below.145 These are dynamic and might change in the

a lot of workplace processes and systems get

partnering process. All require a degree of coordination.

Networking: exchanging,
exposing, connecting people,
ideas, information and/or insights.

stuck just because we have engendered this habit

Some examples

of accepting, in many instances, the current way.

Youth Summit

and ask, ‘Could we explore ‘this’ in another way?’”

Instead of taking up this opportunity to be curious

‘YES’

146

Alexandra Gartmann, CEO, Rural Bank.

Cooperating: pooling and

Searchable

combining complementary or

free platforms,

similar resources to do more, do

such as the

better around a common area of

‘STARportal’

front of you’ while also having a public interest in mind.

interest and/or dissatisfaction,

comprehensive

and do so more effectively,

collection of

Some interviewed for this project drew lessons from

efficiently, innovatively or at

STEM activities

greater scale.

and providers147

Collaborating: bringing

Partnering cultures extend beyond the boundaries of
organisations. There may be intent to serve those ‘in

such countries as Singapore to emphasise the need for
leaders to bring “next iteration and investment in the
nation” mindsets to help solve issues affecting us all.
The following example illustrates growth from an open

essential and complementary

or changed mindset:

capabilities and capacity for
shaping, resourcing, actioning

‘Learning Creates

and sustaining the interactions

Australia’148 and

together to deliver on an intended Social Ventures
impact together, that by working

Australia, ‘The

alone could not be achieved or

Connection’149

achieved as fast or achieved to
inform and make transformative

From business: A business saying, for example, “What
would happen if we didn’t train up all these people?”
instead of saying, “We trained up all these people and
they left”. One leader interviewed for this paper pointed
out, “Westpac is a good example, at the graduate end.
They take in their graduates and commit to training
them, with a view of, ‘if we lose them, that’s fine’.”

changes.

Interview with Bill Ferris, AC, in reference to Australia 2030. Prosperity through
innovation.

143 

“Volunteering is time willingly given for the common good and without
financial gain” Volunteering Australia. Partnering with intent, see for example,
Commonwealth of Australia. (2012). Evaluate to grow. See also, VicHealth’s The
partnership analysis tool. (2016)

144 

These categories draw on those in Stibbe, D. & Prescott, D. (2020). The SDG
partnership guidebook.

See: Youth Engagement Summit 2020.

146 

See: Starportal.

147 

See: Learning Creates Australia.

148 

Social Ventures Australia. See: The Connection: Collaborative Leadership
Network lifts education outcomes.

149 

145 
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A robust place to start in shaping mindset and ensuring

Engagement: How are schools and businesses

partners keep students at the core, is to ask three

interacting?

simple questions:150
● What strengths and skills do our young people bring
and need to succeed?
● What does this community need from its young
people, now and in the future?
● What do young people need from this community
to succeed in life?
Another key to ensuring a partnering initiative is

● Show industry areas in and out of focus.
● Show types of interactions in and out of focus.
(e.g. mentoring, hosting, challenges, expos)
● Show how partnering combines strengths and assets.
Impact: How well are school-business interactions
translating into value beyond self-benefit?
● Identify the contributions to an individual,
community, organisation or wider economy, society,

developing for the ‘right’ reasons and toward specific

environment from the interaction/s or exchange of

intended outcomes for the benefit of students is
measurement.

data or information or insights.
● Identify ways to mobilise highly effective and wellintegrated collaborative approaches to school-

Measuring your partnering151
In the inaugural philanthropy enabled Australian
Learning Lecture (ALL), Sir Michael Barber argued
that the gathering of detailed student data is a

business partnering at every stage of education.
Gathering data can also help clarify and inform:
● The type and amount of partnering pursuits

must. But, he added, it is how we choose to use this
data, both ethically and statistically, that is really
important. Barber emphasised that if we recognise
that people are in control of the data, we can focus
on making good use of it. The ethical perspective is

(priorities, scope and volume).
● The strengths and assets each bring to an interaction
(understanding shared responsibilities).
● How well the partnering is going (insights
for action).

key and “trying to work out the story it [the data] tells”,
he argues “can truly be joyful”.

● What difference the relationship is making (evidence
of benefit and impact, and for whom).

The following three metrics (intent, engagement and
impact) can help determine the type of data to gather
in a school-business partnering interaction and how to
use it. These metrics are applicable also at
system / ecosystem levels.
Intent: Why are schools and businesses choosing to
interact together?
● See the purpose and success criteria for partnering
(the foundations for measuring impact).
● Understand who is being provided with
opportunities (across the four stages of education).

These questions are adapted from those shared by a rural government school’s
former principal in combination with findings from our analysis.

150 

We found a useful starting point were the metrics in the Australian Research
Council (2019). Engagement and impact assessment 2018-19 National Report.

Underpinning the three metrics of intent, engagement
and impact are some key guiding principles.

Three core partnering principles
Three core principles emerge from the analysis of
partnering research and practice: Equity; Trust and
transparency; and Mutual benefit.
The graphic on the next page comes from the
international NGO, The Partnering Initiative (TPI), and
provides some definitions for those principles.152

Prescott, D. & Stibbe, D. (The Partnering Initiative). (2017). Better together. p. 14.
Use of graphic with permission from The Partnering Initiative.

152 
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CORE PRINCIPLES OF PARTNERING

EQUITY
Building respect
Equity is not equality – partnerships
often bring together organisations
with vastly different status, scope and
resources. Equity is recognising that
each partner has a vital contribution
it brings to the table for which it
should be valued and which earns it
the right to have a respected voice in
decision-making.

TRANSPARENCY
AND TRUST
Developing strong relationships
Strong working relationships are at
the core of effective partnering, and
transparency is essential in order to
build and maintain trust. Trust is the oil
in the collaboration engine, allowing
partners to make commitments with
belief that the other partners will fulfil
their own commitments.

MUTUAL BENEFIT
Creating value for all
Partnerships are based on shared
risks and shared benefits. A healthy
partnership will recognise that each
partner needs to achieve specific value
– over and above any common benefits
– and all partners should help to ensure
each partner achieves its goals.

These principles inform both ‘the what’ (focus) and

14 how’ (the relationship) of partnering capability
‘the
and capacity.
What follows is an elaboration of those definitions, with
particular relevance to capability and capacity.
Principle: Equity

Expertise: University of Melbourne academics
define expertise as knowing the limits of your

“The best thing businesses can do is provide the

knowledge and being able to seek help and

context of ‘real-world’ problems. If they are trying

continually learn and collaborate with others to

to do something collaboratively with schools,

diagnose, problem-solve, and evaluate the impact

then they shouldn’t think they are smarter than

of the chosen solution.153

teachers because of their industry experience. The
teachers are the ones who should be developing
the curriculum, well-informed by the practical

Businesses engaging with students and their schools

applications that the businesses can offer.”

can be enabled through another individual, group or

Dr Alan Finkel, AC, Australia’s former
Chief Scientist.

organisation. Enablers can bring additional capability
and capacity ‘to the table’.154
Enablers can assist by make connecting easier and

Partnering (as framed in this paper) is a conscious

more effective than doing something on your own.

and voluntary choice. It recognises and uses both

Enablers can bring new connections, distinct expertise

educational and business expertise to provide

(understanding of specific groups of students and their

benefits to students. ‘Showing-up’ to work together

communities, learning designs and strategies), and/

equitably, leaders from school, business and enabling

or ways of deepening work or seeing the potential for

organisations or individuals come with an open-mind

work at scale. An enabler can be individuals, groups

(e.g. seeing beyond one way to contribute), and the

and/or organisations that combine different roles and

goal to play roles informed by each other’s strengths,

behaviours, such as a ‘warm hand-shake’, ‘a cheer-

expertise, and understandings of the students and

squad’, ‘an advocate’, ‘an advisor’, ‘a challenger’.

what each needs and expects.

What attributes are associated with enablers?

See Dunn, R. & Hattie, J. (2021) Developing Teaching Expertise, p. 8. They
provide this definition as it relates to teaching expertise. Our analysis suggests
the definition also translates well to expertise more generally.

153 

Most documents reference these ‘third parties’ as intermediaries and brokers.
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Six attributes of an effective enabler:

assets of many to provide educators and families
with teacher validated units of inquiry and lessons

1. Purpose and content driven by an evidenced

from Early Learning to Year 12. All learning maps

student need (opportunities or gaps; not

to the curriculum or the early years framework.

duplicating what already exists).

There are around 1,700 free multi-media

2. Being open about who comes up with an idea

searchable offerings on the platform (e.g. social

(the school, business, intermediary).

enterprise). Available too is online professional
learning with teachers. The Cool Australia team

3. Meaningful interactions designed with or by

proactively seeks ways to partner across industries

schools and industry (as opposed to ‘to or for’).

to enrich student real-world learning (e.g. With

4. Evolves the brokering, connecting and/or

Ludo Studio, each Bluey episode is available as

coordinating as the evidenced student needs

set of 17 value-themed learning offerings. For

evolve (this shifts the thinking and approach

example, team work, responsibility, curiosity,

from one of ‘collecting a partnership’ to ‘infinite

finding your voice. The offerings are for early

partnering’ with whoever is the ‘right’ partner at

learning and primary school educators). Cool

that point in time for the students).

Australia reports 90% of schools in Australia are

5. Removes or alleviates a tangible problem or risk

using the platform’s educational resources.

preventing schools and businesses being able
to interact easily (e.g. lower the administrative
burden with education departments around,

Principle: Transparency and trust

for example, working with children checks or

“If you really believe that the value of

the relational aspects of finding appropriate

collaboration lies in the aggregation or

volunteers).

compounding of talent and creativity, then you

6. Brings additional capacity and capability to

have to have an environment in which people are

scale the learning (e.g. because of the enabler’s

really prepared to help each other.”

reputational standing across policy, education

Margaret Heffernan156

and/or business; systems and processes in
place to facilitate and document interactions;
or embedded evaluation of value to all the
partners).
Valuing and actioning the strengths of many people
and organisations is an intentional leadership
behaviour.

Building and deepening trust requires continuous
attention. Margaret Heffernan argues that people are
far more likely to help each other if they share a level
of trust and a purpose. Sharing their work will help
organisations connect, identify what already ‘works’
and avoid duplicating what has already been done.
From health: In a Ted Talk, Margaret Heffernan

Example: Cool Australia platform155

spoke about the Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). One of her key

How (and if) to use and combine different

points was that epidemic responsiveness depends

resource and initiative offerings to improve

enormously on people trusting each other,

student learning and or improve teaching is a

but trust takes time to develop. CEPI develops

school-based decision. Enablers can and do play

relationships now/present, so they are prepared

a shared role with schools to scale high impact

for if and when they need to call on those

student learning. Cool Australia is mediating, in

relationships in future epidemics.157

explicit and deliberate ways, the expertise and

See: Cool Australia
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Margaret Heffernan is an author, international speaker and entrepreneur. As
Margaret set up and ran five businesses, she became more and more intrigued
by the value of collaborative cultures. Heffernan, M. (2015). Beyond Measure.

See: The human skills we need in an unpredictable world, (2019) TED Talk.
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What are signals of trust?

Policy perspective158

Research
perspective159

● Competence

● Competence

• Responsive to needs

– delivering on

• Reliability/consistency

promises

● Values-based

● Ethical behaviour

• Integrity

– doing the right

• Transparency

thing and working

• Fairness and inclusivity

to improve society

5. Continuous improvement through review and
evaluation (e.g. Schools and teachers share
good practice and learning to improve online
safety education.)160
Culturally, safety is also critical, ensuring respect for
identity, culture and acting in culturally appropriate
ways. Cultural safety is key when working with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and
in respecting the ways these communities also choose
to work with others.161

Child safe (and family safe) engaging is non-negotiable

Emotions can also influence our sense of safety and,

and fundamental to trust and transparency, whether

by association, trust. This resonates both for students

face-to-face or online. Best practice protocols and

and partners working to benefit students. Research

behaviours guide student learning and how to

from psychologists and social cognitive neuroscientists

interact online.

identifies a strong relationship between emotions and
actions and performance.162

Framework for Online Safety Education, 2021.
This includes five elements with a list of effective

“We want the environment to be extremely safe

practices:

and where students do feel comfortable asking
questions, where people are willing to make

1. Students’ rights and responsibilities in

mistakes, because that’s how you learn.”

the digital age (e.g. 1.1 focus on students in

Associate Professor Michael Kasumovic,

the context of their relationships with, and

University of New South Wales, Founder of Arludo.

responsibilities to, others. 1.4 empower all
students to participate meaningfully in the
design, development, and implementation of

A safe environment is where people feel they belong

their online safety education.)

as active contributors. In a safe environment anyone

2. Resilience and risk, positively frames the use of
technology ... (e.g. 2.4 Develop and implement

believes and is able to voice an idea, comment,
question, concern or mistake.

digital environment learning experiences and

A high learning and low anxiety inducing environment

opportunities that are accessible to and relevant

builds trust.163 It encourages informed risk-taking.

for all students.)
3. Effective whole-school approaches ...
promoting student wellbeing and preventing
student harm (e.g. 3.5 Set clear goals, regularly
assess and provide feedback on students’
knowledge and skills.)
4. Integrated and specific curriculum ... use
what students have learned in practice (e.g. 4.4
Promote effective help-seeking, teach where
and how to obtain guidance and support.)

Principle: Mutual benefit
This principle connects well with the benefits
discussed in Part 1, connecting principles and
practicalities to ensure the embedding of these
benefits into policy and strategic priorities. Schools
bring a good policy base for partnering. Each school in
Australia will have partnering (if not this exact term) as
a strategy to provide benefit to students. Partnering,
sometimes expressed as ‘partners in learning’, is part of
a school’s strategic plan document, planning cycle and
system reporting requirements.

What drives public trust? Identifying the policy levers, 2017.
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Dempsey, S. (2020). ‘Mind the gap’.

159 

Best Practice Framework for Online Safety Education (Stage 2) Expert Review
and Stakeholder Consultation Report July 2021 Professor Kerryann Walsh and
Elizabeth Wallace Faculty of Education, Queensland University of Technology.
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Seek to find out, rather than make assumptions. See, for example: Australian
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, Indigenous Australians:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

How to create psychological safety in the workplace for learning, innovation and
growth is central to what Harvard Business School professor Amy Edmonson
calls, ‘The fearless organisation’ (2018).
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Edmonson, A. (2018). The fearless organization: Creating psychological safety
in the workplace for learning, innovation, and growth.
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School-developed policy:

Business-developed policy:

Rooty Hill High School embeds their strategic

Origin Energy employees are offered unlimited

partnering document and processes with their

volunteer leave.*

business and community partners. The document
is the school’s ‘Partnering Care Pack’.
● Document: The Partnering Care pack aligns

Origin’s policy provides employees with
the flexibility to commit to different skilled
volunteering opportunities. Employees can

to the school’s strategic priorities, curriculum

potentially choose to volunteer at any given point

planning and system reporting cycles.

in time. They can do so as a ‘once-off, or part-time

● Commitment: A strong indication of leadership

over several months, or even years.

commitment, the principal has conversations

Influential on Origin’s approach was The City

with each CEO or Chair of the school’s partners.

of London’s 2010 business case research for

● Evaluative: Each conversation combines a set of
structured questions and deeper elaboration on
the responses. It provides a consistent, timely
and sustainable process to gather feedback
(i.e. identify the degree of achievement against

corporates volunteering in education. This
research found, for example, that corporates
need to take the end-to-end process seriously,
to value volunteering as a path to learning and
development.

intended outcomes (‘the what’) and how well

What signals commitment to

the partners are working together (‘the how’)

volunteering at Origin?

and track and report on the partnering and
its impact.
As part of the decision making when initially
scoping and in the reviewing phases, the school
considers:
● Aligning – The purpose for working together
appears to align well to key values, principles
and priorities.
● Addressing – There is potential to address a key
challenge or need.
● Assessing – Partnering brings new ways
for people to be developing, practising,
demonstrating and or deploying knowledge,
skills, capabilities, dispositions.
● Adapting – Enabling young people and the

For example, Origin:
● Invests: It has developed an ‘in-house’ designed
platform to monitor and measure the impact of
employee volunteering.
● Measures: It continuously tracks volunteer
hours, participation, and feedback. Key
measures include - Employee wellbeing;
Employee awareness of wider social issues;
Employee pride at working at Origin. In 2022,
Origin has two new measures: Number of
students reached through its school outreach
programs and the Increase in connection for
employees volunteering as a team.
● Models from ‘the top’: The CEO volunteers.**
* If a business has a volunteering policy, it is

partners to adapt and respond to changing

common to see an annual hour limit (e.g. up to

needs or circumstances.

40 hours).

● Growing – There is an openness to seek out a
new growth pathway.
164

** When leaders actively endorse and encourage
volunteering, then culturally this sends a
message that volunteering is of VALUE to the
individual AND the business.

Businesses too have strategic priorities around
partnering and volunteering.

(For more information on shared impact
measures, benchmarking, and networking, see,
for example: Workplace Giving Australia and the
partner site, One Million Donors.)

For templates for evaluating see: Commonwealth of Australia. (2012). Evaluate to Grow. For 40 evidence-informed adaptable
policy templates for teachers and school leaders, by 70 policy and research experts, on such topics as ‘Embedded careers
education’ and ‘Feedback for learning’ see: Building Better Schools with Evidence-based Policy. For an example of how to
communicate and review working relationships with partners see: Vic Health’s Stakeholder Engagement Framework 2018-2023.
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Developing capability and capacity
Partnering and learning is social. It is with people.
Getting better at partnering makes us more capable.
And, as with any skill, up-skilling or re-skilling require
preparations and deliberate practice.

UK researchers, Bill Lucas and Ellen Spencer provide
a helpful four-step process for cultivating capabilities
(and capacity). These can apply to both cultivating
capabilities in students and in creating and assessing
partnering capability:165

Those with a partnering mindset and expertise know
how to lead and develop coherent learning cultures
(the ‘why, how, who, what’, with well-defined, research-

1. Understanding

informed goals). This is the opposite to leading with a
short-game mindset, with partnering framed as isolated
events, activities, experiences, projects or programs.
What makes an ‘outstanding’ partnership?
Below is a checklist for effective school partnering with
business and or community.

4. Engaging

2. Creating a climate

The checklist reflects the selection criteria in the 2009
to 2013 NAB Schools First initiative. The Australian
Council for Educational Research (ACER) did the
research and ran the national initiative with such key
partners as the Foundation for Young Australians, FYA.

Our partnering ...
1.

Yes No

Is addressing a specific identified
student need or educational
opportunity

2. Is well-planned
3. Is sustainable
4. Is collaborative (e.g. mutual sharing
of expertise, knowledge, resources)
5. Has clearly assigned roles and
responsibilities (e.g. explicit
processes in place to ensure ongoing
effective communication and
documented plans)
6. Shows commitment from the highest
level in each partner organisation
7.

Pursuits closely align to the partner’s
goals for working together

8. Provides tangible evidence to show
the impact of our partnering on
student learning outcomes
See case studies in Partnering for school
improvement, 2013.

We adopt and adapt with permission the Centre for Real World Learning’s four-step
process for cultivating capabilities in young people by Bill Lucas and Ellen Spencer
(2017). Teaching creative thinking.

3. Attending

Step 1: Understanding ‘it’ – Understand the shared
purpose for partnering and what ‘success’ looks like
when learners (students and adults) do ‘it’ and
do ‘it’ well.
Step 2: Creating a climate for ‘it’ – People bring a
positive mindset to the practice of partnering and its
benefits to students and others. People apply a positive
partnering mindset by giving intentional and explicit
visible signals to model and communicate how to
cultivate trust and the benefits of partnering.
Step 3: Attending to ‘it’ – Together, people identify
and apply respectfully and thoughtfully the resources
required to deliver on the intent for engaging.
Leaders embed partnering visibly in their respective
organisation policies and processes.
Step 4: Engaging to own ‘it’ – Partners use their
respective expertise in designing all school-business
interactions around how to activate greater student
autonomy and agency in learning.
These learning steps can map neatly against most
partnering life-cycle phases (i.e. just starting
out=emerging; moving forward in initial partnering
initiatives, monitoring as you go = executing; or seeing
partnering as part of normal practice = embedding).
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Leading and embedding a culture for school-business partnering?
Phase*

Process and
Objective

Tasks

Emerging

Step 1:

Know your why and why together:**

Scoping and

Understanding

● Student need and opportunity? (See: Two leaders, one message:
Partnering makes a difference for students. See Part 2: Why it is

building

important for schools and businesses to work together. See Part 4:
Addressing students’ questions)
● Which students? (See Part 4: Meaningful ways to engage with
students)
● What are student’s interests, passions, and what do they care
about? (See Parts 2 and 4)
● Who does and can benefit? (See Part 1: Partnering benefits
students and adults and Seven benefits for students, families,
schools, business )
● What changes do we want to see? (See Part 1: Success criteria for
each benefit. See Appendix 2: The Partnering Wheel for a schoolbusiness program example)
● Do our values and priorities align? (Tip: Look at websites, annual
reports, strategy plans, their news and media stories or phone)
Know who you do or can potentially engage with:
● Have we mapped our: Existing strong and well-developed
relationships? Existing, but under-developed relationships? Or
untapped possible relationships? (Tip: Former students? Families?
Local council websites? Against key industry areas? Using
LinkedIn?)
● Do we understand the type of relationships we need to delivery
on our ‘why’? (See examples of building capability – Connections;
Intellectual; Financial; ‘In-kind time, space, ‘thing’; Advocacy)
● Do we communicate publicly why and how we choose to
partner? (See, for example: VicHealth’s Stakeholder Engagement
Framework 2018-23)
Step 2:
Creating a climate
for ‘it’

● Share: Do we share what works (or has not worked) with others,
beyond our organisation?
● Model: Is there a visible commitment from ‘the top’ that partnering
is valued? (e.g. the principal/CEO volunteers; stories shared with
families. Also see: Two leaders, one message: Partnering makes a
difference for students.)
● Measure: What are our agreed principles for partnering?
(See Part 3: Three core partnering principles)

* In practice, the phases and processes will overlap.
**School/s and business/es directly or via another group’s program / organisation or network.
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Phase*

Process and
Objective

Tasks

Executing

Step 3:

Make the value of partnering visible:

Managing and

Attending to ‘it’

● Do we have a visible documented policy and process for working
with schools/business/community? (See Part 3 for a school-

maintaining; and

developed policy and business-developed policy approach. See

reviewing and

also the VicHealth example in Step 2 above)

revising

Track ‘the what’ and ‘the how’:
● Do we apply key principles to monitor ‘the what’ and ‘the how’ of
our partnering? (See Part 3: Three core partnering principles)
● Do we gather feedback from the students / their families? From
the partners? (Tip: Not every piece of feedback requires a new
questionnaire. Also see Part 3 for a school-developed policy and
business-developed policy approach)

Embedding
Making sense
of and finding
value in working
together for

Step 4:

Review ‘the what’ and ‘the how’:

Engaging to own

● How are we using key principles to review ‘the what’ and ‘the how’

‘it’ and revisiting
Step 1:
Understanding

improving and
innovating

of our partnering? (See Part 3: Three core partnering principles)
● Do we debrief and offer / gather feedback after an engagement?
(e.g. Conduct an intentional feedback conversation post a Q&A
talk with students)
● What evidence have we been gathering of what works, for whom,
in what circumstances? (i.e. against our intended purpose and
success criteria from Step 1 above)
● How are we using the evidence gathered to inform our next steps?
Recognise:
● Do we celebrate visibly at key moments, not just at the end?
(e.g. ‘a thank you’; a LinkedIn or Facebook or YouTube post; school
or business newsletter; share a visual infographic)

* In practice, the phases and processes will overlap.

It is important to note here that, as discussed in Part 1,
people will be coming from different starting points
and partnering relationships may change over time to
meet a variety of needs. The steps may not necessarily
be linear, and some might visit specific steps multiple
times. There is no prescription, neither is there an
endpoint. Nonetheless, creating a culture of partnering
will minimise the pitfalls, particularly the over-reliance
on a single ‘champion’. Partnering is a verb and will
require action and adaptability to address changing
student needs and expectations. Fluidity and agility
provides the high potential for a ‘fertile’ partnering
culture that has impact.

Part 3 has shown what to focus on when building
coherent partnering cultures (capability, capacity
and commitment). Part 4 focuses on how high
impact partnering is being done and can be done
at every stage of education, providing some
illustrative examples of practice.
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Developing the capability
and capacity for partnering
Illustrations from practice
Equity, Trust and Transparency, Mutual benefit
Strategic partnering. It is being done.
It can be done.

strengths and capabilities, career interests and plans,

In a complex world where the idea of traditional

Reviewing student plans enables the staff

career education and employment pathways no
longer prevail this generation of students rightly
expect adults will ask them directly what they want
and need.
Rooty Hill High School’s purpose is for every student
to learn how to make informed decisions and
choices, about their learning and lives in and post
school. A commitment to equity and excellence
through greater student agency underpins the
school’s choices in decision making, documenting
and reporting. Specifically:
The school promotes greater student agency
through explicit teacher and school expertise and
agency.
“We define agency as the capacity of

transitions plans and finally, exit plans).

to understand the students from different
perspectives (universal: school or year-level cohort;
targeted: group; intensive: individual). The process
also enables students to see and understand their
evolving selves and their learning journey.
Every student has a personalised Learning
Portfolio. The school has created a digital portfolio
called #MyLearningHub.166 From Year 7, each
student is responsible for identifying and annotating
work samples from their learning experiences
and opportunities (e.g. curriculum, community or
business). Students annotate their work sample to
demonstrate their progress towards or achievement
of curriculum capabilities. A teacher, student, peer
or community or business partner validates each
student’s entry.

individuals to think for themselves, make and act

The school keeps track of its students’ pathways

independently on decisions, work independently

in and beyond school and has done so for over 20

and interpedently, taking responsibility for their

years. Alongside, investment in teachers’ continuous

own actions and making informed choices for

learning is a priority. The school uses its evidence

their own present and their own future.”

and learning to encourage innovative designs of

Christine Cawsey, AM, Principal Rooty Hill
High School.

student learning tasks, assessment design, special
programs and, where required, specialised career
advice and preparation for transitions.

Strategic partnering begins with students and

The leadership chooses to work together with

their families. Teachers design a personalised

academic, school, business and not-for-profit leaders

student learning plan with each of the school’s

in the design of learning to meet students’ needs. The

1,100 students. A teacher meets with a family

school uses existing and new networks to identify

member at their child’s point of enrolment. The plan

partnering opportunities. The school has worked with

accompanies the student, and with each student, we

27 partners over the last seven years. The partnering

update the plan every six months (i.e. learning goals,

choices align to the school’s values and purpose,

#MyLearningHub is a feature case study in Australia’s 2020 Senior Secondary
Pathways Into work, further education and training: Review Final Report, p. 51.
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in the school’s partnering policy, strategic plan, and

analysis to inform system reporting requirements

in reference to every student in their present and in

and future resourcing and next practice decisions.

pursuit of their future.
Partnering starts early. To wait until the senior

● Program-level – outcomes from ‘The Explorers’
include better informed choices by students,

secondary years is too late. For example, teachers co-

improved family understanding of the new

designed with partners two key pillar programs for all

directions in curriculum, and a shift in the electives

230 Year 8 students and all 150 Year 10 students.

the school will offer in response to student choices.

● Year 8 ‘The Explorers’: Using the Foundation for
Young Australians (FYA) job cluster report, a crosssubject teacher team co-designs with the Origin
Energy staff, through the Origin Energy Foundation,
and a researcher, 7 interactive workshop and studentled Q&A learning experiences (face-to-face and
blended). Students participate in the sessions prior to
making their subject selections for Years 9 and 10.
● Year 10 ‘Young Entrepreneurs Program (YEP)’:

Longer term tracking continues for these students
through Years 9 to 12. There are teacher and Origin
Energy volunteer co-leads for ‘The Explorers’.
Together, they review and share responsibilities for
coordinating and communicating at their respective
workplaces. Origin volunteers also do the recruiting
of new volunteers. The 2020 program saw the
number of volunteers expand from seven to 20,
in part because of COVID-19. The team adapted
the program to combine face-to-face and online

Students form their own teams as social

interactions. Teachers, volunteers and the students

entrepreneurs. The program redefines and

provide feedback (e.g. keep, stop, start).

provides students with an alternative work
experience option. Teachers led the approach and
worked with academics and as part of a voluntary
school-to-school collaborative entrepreneurial
development and research program.
● Within each program, teachers enmesh explicit

● Learning interaction level – In ‘The Explorers’
program, teachers work in pairs and liaise directly
with the Origin volunteers. Together, the teachers
and volunteers use the co-design workshop
feedback to further prepare how they will coteach an interactive student learning workshop

targeted or intensive opportunities for students

around one of the FYA’s job clusters, such as, ‘The

from other year levels to practice, demonstrate or

Artisans’, ‘The Technologists’ or ‘The Carers’.

deploy each student’s strengths, knowledge, skills,
capabilities and dispositions.Over the last three

Critical success features of the school-business

years, teachers and Year 8 students have met at

partnering co-design of ‘The Explorers’:

Origin’s Sydney office with Origin volunteers. The

● It is a collaboration. The partners shape high

intent for meeting is to co-design the next version
of ‘The Explorers’ program. In 2020, two Year
10 students from the school’s media team were
present. These two students were able, through
the Origin Energy Foundation, to work with two
filmmakers doing meaningful tasks. This included
students interviewing workshop participants, both

quality, interactive learning together. They value
both business expertise and teaching expertise,
and active student participation and feedback.
● The learning can scale to other parts of Australia
where Origin Energy has offices and staffing hubs.
● They use and build on the success of school-led

students and adults, and offering the filmmakers

programs in Year 10 (the Young Entrepreneurs

suggestions and feedback on content and set

Program) and connections between Rooty Hill

direction.

High School and the international Origin Energy

The school monitors and measures the intent and
outcomes of its partnering. For example:
● Whole-school level – The principal meets with
each partner to review how the ‘why, how and how
well’ interactions are working for the school and
the partner. The school measures competence,
importance and satisfaction. They also use their

Innovators program.
● The program is research informed and the partners
continue to gather evidence of its impact to make
iterative improvements to the program.
● It has potential to extend the school’s role in
advising and partnering with the Western Sydney
Business Connection (WSBC) to let students
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from other secondary schools explore emerging

About: Rooty Hill High School is an “average” co-

industries in western and south-western Sydney

educational, comprehensive, Years 7-12 government

in a program co-designed between teachers and

secondary school in western Sydney.

WSBC members.
“In 2019, the School Captain summed up
our school’s culture to an external education
validation panel as, ‘Staff drive the car, but we
[students] navigate’.”

Examples of building capability
Five ways to frame what individuals and groups bring

A business CEO and employees

to working together:

Capability

visit a school each week for 30

Example

In-kind time/

space/’thing’ K-6 reading program (e.g. Gawura

e.g. Mentoring (ABCN connects

Volunteer Morning Reading

business volunteers with school
Connections

program171).

students to provide workplace
mentoring programs167). e.g.

Targeted campaigns (Boost public

Curating (‘Year13’ career and life

awareness of the benefits to

advice platform168).

Advocacy

Teaming-up to exchange,

mentoring young people and how
to become a mentor: e.g. Raise
‘Letters to my mentor’ multi-media

develop and deepen knowledge
Intellectual

minutes as part of the school’s

2020 campaign172).

and understanding (e.g. CSIRO
facilitates the ongoing engagement
of teachers and skilled volunteer
STEM professionals169).
Sponsoring e.g. Recognition (The
Teaching Awards, Schools Plus
and Commonwealth Bank). More
broadly, Australian Schools Plus
is also the practical realisation of
Recommendation 41 from the

Financial

Gonski 2014 national funding
review, “the Australian government
should create a fund to provide
national leadership in philanthropy
in schooling to support schools
in need of assistance to develop
philanthropic partnerships”170).

See: Australian Business Community Network, ABCN

170 

See: Year 13

171 

See: CSIRO STEM Professionals in Schools

172 

167 

168 

169 

See: Australian Schools Plus

See: Gawura school
See: RAISE
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Examples of building capacity
Capacity

Example

Ecosystem orchestrators177

Big Picture Education Australia’s

(Australian Centre for Rural
Entrepreneurship; Country

project-based way of learning

Place

enables Year 9 students onwards,

Valley micro-credential project;

while still at school, to ‘test out’
Program

Education Partnership; Latrobe
Social Ventures Australia; Country

their interests through internships

Universities Centre).

in workplaces, community
organisations or universities with

A state school council with a

mentors who share the student’s

Governance

interest.173

diversity of members inclusive of
business.178

Hunter River High School has a
post-school path to Advanced
Pilot or trial

Manufacturing, Engineering and
Aviation in the Skilling Australia
P-Tech model.174
TikTok (three farmers, ages 21,
22 and 30, have more than 1M

It takes a village. Working
in each student’s present
for all our futures.

followers leading to new interest
in Agriculture #farm)175 or Twitter
(#AussieEd) or LinkedIn (‘Real
Time Learning’ Monash University
Engineer undergraduates and
industry partners use of experiential
learning with primary and
Platform

secondary school students176 or
The Australian Industry and Skills
Committee’s Industry Directory
provides access to industry
clusters and their sectors, such as
Agriculture. The Directory includes
the forecasted priority skills and
skills and occupations in demand
for each industry cluster. See:
Industry Directory).

See: Big Picture Education Australia

176 

See: Hunter River High School

177 

173 

174 

AgProperty A special AgJournal Advertising Feature pp 1-40, March 2021, ‘Ag can
tik that box’, p. 6.

175 

See: Real Time Learning and example of a LinkedIn update.

See: ACRE; CEP; The University of Melbourne, Microcredentialling Project for the
LaTrobe Valley Authority; SVA, Country Universities Centre.
For example, see: School Council Handbook in Queensland state schools.

178 
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Appendix 2: ‘The Partnering Wheel’
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pl
e
D

Categories
● mentoring
● hosting
● challenges
● talks / Q&As
● expos

Connecting
Why: We can explain in a

How: We can show how to

What: We can show how we

purpose statement our intent

co-design learning, in our

are matching and combining

and why it relates to the

programs and practices, for

types of student interactions

success of students in the

greater student autonomy and

to the partnering's intent and

school’s community.

agency in their learning and

learning experience design.

life decisions.
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Rooty Hill High School and Origin Energy

What: We use a combination of work-place hosting

‘The Explorers’ with All Year 8 students

learning strategies at school, at Origin Energy and

‘The Partnering Wheel’: Mapping, Measuring

blended learning. Challenges - hands-on-learning

and Embedding

strategies that students co-develop with the teachers

Why: Program-level purpose statement: Rooty

and business volunteers. A teacher and Origin business

Hill High School and Origin Energy employees are
designing business and school work-place hosting
workshops and hands-on challenges, and student-led

volunteer co-facilitate each challenge workshop.
In-person and remote real-time Q&As - student-led,
teacher enabled Q&As with Origin business volunteers.

Q&A experiences together. These will expose all the
school’s Year 8 students to new and diverse networks
and future diverse employment possibilities. From
doing ‘The Explorers’, each student will be able to:
● Name their interests or passions (real or possible).
● Write what strengths or skills they got to practice
(improving learning).
● Use the experience to help (re-)make their Year 9
subject selections (informed decision-making).
● Explain how the experience has got them thinking
about post-school possibilities (intentions).
How:
● Every student has a personalised ‘Explorer Passport’
to record and review their decisions.
There are 7 new job clusters in Australia*
The Carers cluster comprises jobs
that seek to improve the mental
or physical health or well-being
of others, including medical, care
and personal support services.

The Technologists cluster
comprises jobs that require skilled
understanding and manipulation
of digital technology.

Explorers Passport

The Informers cluster comprises
jobs that involve professionals
providing information, education
or business services.

The Generators cluster comprises
jobs that require a high level of
interpersonal interaction in retail,
sales, hospitality and entertainment.

The Designers cluster comprises
jobs that involve deploying skills
and knowledge of science,
mathematics and design to
construct or engineer products
or buildings.
The Artisans cluster comprises
jobs that require skill in manual
tasks related to construction,
production, maintenance or
technical customer service.

The Coordinators cluster
comprises jobs that involve
repetitive administrative
and behind-the-scenes
process or service tasks.

Which job clusters seem to fit my interests and strengths? (Tick these)
Carers

Artisans

Generators

Technologists

Informers

Coordinators

Designers
Source: We thank and acknowledge the Foundation for Young Australians (FYA) New Work Order
report series. It directly informs our Explorer Passport. *FYA. (2017). ‘The New Work Mindset:
7 new job clusters to help young people navigate the new work order’, FYA, page 7.

● Students choose which four job clusters are of
interest to them (face-to-face workshops).
● Students ask what questions matter to them
(online Q&A).
● Evidence of students engaging in self-reflection and
goal setting –
• Something new I discovered about this job cluster.
• A strength or skill I got to practise in this workshop.
• Something I still want to know more about or how
to do.

The Partnering Wheel was a prototype created in 2019 with the
school’s two co-leader teachers and one of the school’s academic
partners, Dr M. Anderson.
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